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We present a modular approach to implementing dynamic algorithm switching for paral-
lel scientific simulations. Our approach leverages modern software engineering techniques
to implement fine-grained control of algorithmic behavior in scientific simulations as well
as to improve modularity in realizing the algorithm switching functionality onto existing
application source code. Through fine-grained control of functional behavior in an appli-
cation, our approach enables design and implementation of application-specific dynamic
algorithm switching scenarios. To ensure modularity, our approach considers dynamic al-
gorithm switching as a separate concern with regard to a given application and encourages
separate development and transparent integration of the switching functionality without di-
rectly modifying the original application code. By applying and evaluating our approach
with a real-world scientific application to switch its simulation algorithms dynamically, we
demonstrate the applicability and effectiveness of our approach to constructing efficient par-
allel simulations.

Keywords: algorithm switching, aspect-oriented programming, parallel programming, pro-
gram adaptation, scientific computing

1. INTRODUCTION

In scientific simulations on high-performance computing environments, choosing an
optimal algorithm for a given problem out of different algorithmic alternatives is the key to
accelerating time-to-solution. However, since the characteristic properties of a simulated
problem are typically unknown a priori and hard to estimate, the conventional course of
action for selecting an algorithm has been traditionally relying on complicated heuristics
or venturesome speculations based on previous experiences and practices, which may
lead to wasted execution time and computing resources due to unsatisfying or sometimes
incorrect simulation results.

Adaptive methods and frameworks for automatically selecting optimal algorithms
have been proposed [1, 2] to overcome this issue. However, these approaches require
explicit programming of algorithm switching operations with given programs, which can
be cumbersome and often erroneous for software developers due to the burden of direct
modifying application source code. Here, algorithm switching operations denote condi-
tion checking for switching decisions and algorithm implementation substitution.

Furthermore, considering that the execution model in the scientific computing do-
main is becoming increasingly dynamic [3], statically presetting algorithm switching op-
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erations before simulation launch is ineffective and out-of-place for modern, complex
scientific software.

To address these issues, we present a modular, dynamic algorithm switching ap-
proach for scientific simulations. Our approach exploits modern software engineering
machinery to secure modularity in software development without having to directly mod-
ifying the source code. To obtain necessary information about a given problem and to
choose the best possible algorithm matching the inherent properties of the problem, we
exploit the user’s dynamic analysis based on intermediate simulation results during run-
time, which is implemented as a part of the dynamic algorithm switching functionality.
In order to enable dynamic switching decisions, our algorithm switching implementation
pauses the simulation after a preset time to present intermediate state of the simulation,
so that the user can examine the state and determine the characteristics of the given sim-
ulated system. Once the nature of the problem is analyzed and understood, the user can
decide whether to adopt different algorithmic alternatives with the given problem. Our
algorithm switching technique is applicable as long as the input and output semantics of
a candidate algorithm is same as that of the original one.

There are three major challenges in implementing dynamic algorithm switching.

• Fine-grained application behavior control
In order to change the algorithmic behavior of a running simulation, fine-grained
application behavior control is critical. More specifically, program adaptation capa-
bility at the level of functions is required because functions are generally considered
the most basic element comprising a program module.

• Modular adaptation of program behavior
The algorithm switching functionality with existing application code needs to be
implemented such that direct modification of existing code is avoided as much as
possible to prevent any possible human errors in restructuring or rewriting a given
application. Hence, a modular software development method is needed to extend
program behavior with an application-specific adaptation functionality (i.e., algo-
rithm switching functionality), where newly added code is transparently combined
with the existing application code base.

• Applicability of algorithm switching method
The methods for implementing the algorithm switching functionality need to be
easily adoptable and readily accessible. It is essential that the tools or frameworks
used are widely accepted among the programming community, so that the approach
is straightforwardly applicable across different computing platforms.

Our approach for dynamic algorithm switching tackles these challenges by means
of aspect-oriented programming (AOP). AOP [4, 5] is a programming paradigm which
emerged to address the weakness of object-oriented programming (OOP) for cross-cutting
concerns that cannot be easily decomposed from the rest of the application. AOP enables
cross-cutting concerns, called aspects, to be centralized in one location, thus encouraging
modularity and maintainability in the software design process. Typical aspects in soft-
ware programs include logging, security, and performance, all of which cannot be easily
captured by typical inheritance hierarchy of OOP techniques.

The research work of this paper builds upon our previous efforts [6, 7] where we uti-
lized in-house tools for adapting scientific software. This paper generalizes the approach
in scientific programming using popular and modern software engineering techniques
provided by AOP to improve modularity and portability in software development.
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Fig. 1. Application development structure with aspects and weaver in AOP

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the AOP
approach for adapting program behavior in the context of parallel simulations. Section 3
introduces scientific simulation algorithms and a dynamic switching scenario as our target
application of our approach. Section 4 describes the details of our algorithm switching
implementation using the AOP methodology. Section 5 provides experimental results
of our approach and evaluates its applicability and effectiveness. Section 6 presents a
summary of research related to our work. And finally, Section 7 summarizes our work
and concludes the paper.

2. AOP APPROACH FOR PARALLEL PROGRAM
ADAPTATION

A major way of implementing a cross-cutting concern in AOP is to use advice, which
is a piece of code to be performed at intended program execution points specified as
a pointcut. When a running program reaches a join point, the point of execution in a
running program, and if the point is at a function or method call, the call is intercepted
and the program control is transferred to an associated advice code for execution. This
process of instrumenting an advice code into a target program at associated pointcuts
is called advice weaving, which does not involve directly modifying the original code
base. AOP languages offer programming constructs to express pointcuts and advice code,
which can be invoked before or after executing a target method. In addition, an advice
can entirely replace the original target call. Fig. 1 illustrates a conceptual structure of
application development in AOP. A new concern is separately written in aspect code and
combined with the original code across pointcuts through the aspect weaver to generate
weaved code, which is then compiled to compose an application with extended behavior.

Fig. 2 shows a simple aspect code in AspectC++ [8], a C++ extension of AOP,
that illustrates a pointcut and its logging advice code. Logging is an aspect class with
one advice member function that intercepts the execution of the function named as
checkSystemState specified with a execution pointcut expression (line 5). The before

advice is weaved to execute right before at checkSystemState, so that the signature of
checkSystemState is printed out via the AspectC++ API (application programming in-
terface), JoinPoint::signature (line 6). Beside augmenting operations at pointcuts,
function parameters and return values can be accessed and manipulated through a rich
set of AspectC++ APIs. Therefore, AOP is frequently used in modular development of
program behavior adaptation at the fine-grained level such as functions, and the appli-
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1 /* Logging aspect in AspectC++ for a specific function */
2 aspect Logging {
3 public:
4 /* advice code to execute before checking system state */
5 advice execution(checkSystemState()) : before() {
6 std::cout << JoinPoint::signature();
7 }
8 };

Fig. 2. Logging aspect implementation in AspectC++

cations include application servers in the enterprise environment [9] and secure software
engineering [10].

In addition to the modularity and fine-grained adaptation benefits, using the AOP
mechanisms enables to achieve synchronous adaptation with parallel applications. In the
SPMD (single program multiple data) programming model used in most parallel appli-
cations, all processes executes the same program with different data across multiple con-
nected machines. Specifying a function pointcut in the program and intercepting the pro-
gram control at the pointcut allows to make concurrent processes execute synchronously
because all the processes share the same program. Synchronous adaptation is critical in
coordinating parallel processes to preserve stable and consistent program state. Other-
wise, race conditions among processes may occur, resulting in inconsistent computations
states.

While AOP weaving can be performed statically [11, 12] or dynamically [13, 14, 15,
16], AOP extensions for traditional imperative languages employ static approaches for
advice weaving, where source-to-source translation is used to generate standard C/C++
code out of aspects, which can be fed to the usual C/C++ compilers to build a program
image. Dynamic weaving is usually offered in modern languages with managed runtime
environments such as Java Virtual Machine, and will be discussed in Section 6.

Our approach to implementing dynamic algorithm switching for parallel applications
employs AspectC++, a popular C++ AOP extension that generates standard C++ code,
so that a wide range of applications on parallel environments can be covered without
resorting to custom frameworks or domain-specific languages.

3. SCIENTIFIC SIMULATION OF BIOCHEMICAL SYSTEMS

To show the applicability of our dynamic algorithm switching approach in the con-
text of scientific computing, we choose a parallel stochastic simulation of biochemical
reaction systems in the cell biology area. The stochastic simulation algorithm (SSA) is a
well-known stochastic method as an exact numerical procedure for simulating well-stirred
chemically reacting systems [17, 18]. In this algorithm, the system of N molecular species
with population S1, ...,SN is represented by the state vector X(t)= (X1(t), ...,XN(t)) where
Xi(t) denotes the number of species Si at time t. The species in the system interact
through the M reaction channels R1, ...RM starting from the initial state X(t0) = x0. As-
suming a well-stirred system, the dynamics of each channel R j is characterized by the
state-changing vector ν j = (ν1 j, ...,νN j) and a propensity function a j. The state-changing
vector denotes the change in the number of species caused by reactions and specifically,
a j(x)dt is the probability that one R j reaction event will occur in the next infinitesimal
time interval [t, t + dt). In the SSA, the simulation progresses as random samples for j
and τ are generated, which causes reaction R j to fire as the next reaction at t + τ .
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In summary, the SSA simulation procedure takes the following steps:

1. Initialization: Initialize the system with the time t = t0 and the state x = x0.
2. Propensity calculation: Calculate the propensity functions ai for x at t.
3. Reaction selection: Generate the time τ and select the reaction R j to fire at the next

reaction.
4. System update: Update the system state with t← t + τ and x← x+ν j.
5. Termination: Go back to step 2 and repeat if the simulation has not reached the final

time, or stop the simulation.

3.1 Slow-scale SSA and Dynamic Algorithm Switching Scenario

The exact SSA algorithm is computationally intensive because it simulates every
event specified by the reaction channels of a given system. It does not take the system’s
characteristic properties into account that may be exploited to boost simulation perfor-
mance. As an alternative to the exact SSA, the slow-scale SSA (ss-SSA) [19, 20] algo-
rithm is an efficient approximation of the exact SSA by utilizing inherent characteristics
of a simulated system. In the ss-SSA algorithm, reactions are partitioned into two groups:
“fast” and “slow” reactions. Reactions with much larger propensity functions are called
fast, and all the other reactions are called slow. In biochemical systems, “fast” reactions
do not contribute much to the system’s evolution, while “slow” reactions do. By using
the fast and slow reaction information, the ss-SSA performs stochastic methods for only
slow reactions while the rest of the system is approximated using analytical methods,
thereby achieving significant simulation speed-up. Since the ss-SSA is an approximation
for the exact SSA, its limitations and implications need to be well understood by the user
of our algorithm switching method in the context of stochastic simulation of biochemical
reaction systems.

To apply the ss-SSA, the given system needs to be determined if fast reactions exist
and such reactions also need to be identified. To demonstrate the effectiveness of our ap-
proach, we implement algorithm switching in stochastic simulations from the exact SSA
to the ss-SSA at runtime, where the necessary information about a simulated system is
dynamically acquired through the user who analyzes the system based on intermediate
simulation results and identifies which reactions are slow or fast. In summary, our algo-
rithm switching scheme takes the following procedure.

1. Program launch: Start the simulation with the exact SSA.
2. Prompt user: The execution pauses after a preset time to show intermediate system

state for the user to analyze.
3. System identification: The user identifies fast reactions and inputs the information

to the running simulation.
4. Algorithm switching: The simulation resumes execution by switching to the ss-

SSA algorithm based on the user input.

4. DYNAMIC ALGORITHM SWITCHING IMPLEMENTATION

The target scientific software for our dynamic algorithm switching approach is
StochKit [21], a flexible C++ stochastic simulation library on parallel environments.
StochKit provides a core set of algorithm implementations including the exact SSA with
MPI (Message-Passing Interface) [22] interfaces for large scale Monte Carlo simulations.
Implementing application-specific adaptation scenarios in AOP typically involves
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Fig. 3. Switching from Exact SSA to ss-SSA via AspectC++ aspects on a parallel environment

identifying adaptation control points for specifying pointcut expressions and defining
adaptation operations. We describe theses two stages for implementing algorithm
switching scenarios with StochKit in the following.

Identifying Algorithm Switching Control Points
The exact SSA simulation within the StochKit modules are controlled

by the SSA_SingleStep function in SSA.cpp and the Propensity function in
ProblemDefinition.cpp. SSA_SingleStep takes the current simulation time and
populations of each species as input parameters and advances the simulation by choosing
the next reaction to fire. Propensity takes the current system state as input parameter and
calculates the propensity values of each species to update the probability for reactions to
occur in the next simulation step. Therefore, to control the SSA simulation behavior, we
consider these two SSA implementation functions as adaptation targets to switch to the
ss-SSA algorithm.

Defining Switching Logic
To switch from the exact SSA to the ss-SSA, the characteristics of the simulated

system need to be obtained from the user at runtime. Hence, we intercept the calls to
SSA_SingleStep by using the AspectC++ before advice at the execution pointcut of
SSA_SingleStep. Here, we stop the program execution after a pre-defined time in the be-
ginning of the simulation and prompt the user with intermediate simulation results, so that
the user can determine if the given problem can be solved using the ss-SSA. In addition
to SSA_SingleStep, the calls to Propensity need to be caught to modify the probabili-
ties of reaction channels to fit to the ss-SSA. To entirely replace the original Propensity
function, we use AspectC++ around advice at the execution pointcut of Propensity. By
substituting the ss-SSA version of propensity values, we effectively suppress the prob-
abilities of fast reaction events, so that only the slow reactions are simulated while fast
reactions are calculated by analytical solutions.

Fig. 3 illustrates the overall structure of how the original exact SSA functions in
StochKit, SSA_SingleStep and Propensity, are adapted to realize the intended ss-SSA
behavior on parallel environments by the algorithm switching aspects written in As-
pectC++.

To present the implementation details, Fig. 4 shows the AspectC++ aspect code for
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algorithm switching in our application. The simulation stops to accept the user’s input
at t = STOPT IME of simulating the first sample, switching to the ss-SSA very early
in the simulation (line 5). At line 11, to intercept the SSA_SingleStep calls, we use
the before advice at the execution pointcut of SSA_SingleStep. At line 13 and 14,
we fetch the current system state (i.e., population of each species) and simulation time
passed as the first and the second argument of SSA_SingleStep using the AspectC++
tjp->arg() function parameter access API. If algorithms has not been switched (line
16) and simulation pause time has reached (line 17), the simulation stops for the MPI
root process to show the current state of the simulation (line 24) and to prompt the user
for information about possible fast reactions (line 25). The information provided by the
user is stored in propensity_zeros and broadcast across the MPI environment to all the
participating processes (line 29 and 31), which will switch to the ss-SSA algorithm for
the remaining simulation using the broadcast information. Once the algorithm is switched
to the ss-SSA, the aspect code computes an analytical solution for the population of each
fast species identified by the user, and updates the system states accordingly (line 36).

In StochKit simulations, the propensity for each reaction depends on the given prob-
lem and is specified as a C++ function in a problem definition source file. Similar to
the SSA aspect code, our approach implements a simple AspectC++ aspect code for the
propensity function, so that the calls to the original propensity function are intercepted
to realize the ss-SSA style simulation where the propensity value of each fast reaction,
which was previously identified by the user, is set to zero after algorithm switching.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND EVALUATION

This section evaluates experimental results of applying our dynamic algorithm
switching implementation to scientific simulations with StochKit using a simple bio-
chemical system. The simulations were performed on a Linux cluster with each compute
node comprising 2x Intel Xeon E5-2470v2 10 core @ 2.40Ghz, 96GB Main memory @
1600MT/s, and 80GB SSD system drive, interconnected with 10Gbit Ethernet.

5.1 Fast Reversible Isomerization

We consider the fast reversible isomerization process with a single slow reac-
tion [20], which can be described as the following equations.

S1
c1
�
c2

S2 (fast), S2
c3→ S3 (slow),

Si denotes the species in the simulated biochemical system and c j is the reaction rate
constant for the reaction channel R j of the system. Given the system’s state vector X(t)≡
(x1(t),x2(t),x3(t)), with xi(t) denoting the number of molecules of species Si at time t,
the simulated system’s propensity functions and state-changing vectors can be specified
as follows.

a1(x) = c1x1, ν1 = (−1,+1,0),
a2(x) = c2x2, ν2 = (+1,−1,0),
a3(x) = c3x2, ν3 = (0,−1,+1).

As proved in the slow-scale SSA paper [20], the ss-SSA can be used to approximate the
exact SSA for this system such that the analytical solution of the deterministic reaction
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1 /* AlgoSwitchSSA.ah - algorithm switching aspect for SSA.cpp in StochKit */
2 #include <mpi.h>
3 #include "Vector.h"
4

5 extern double STOPTIME;
6 bool algo_switched = false;
7 int propensity_zeros[NCHANNELS];
8

9 aspect AlgoSwitchSSA {
10 /* intercept the call to SSA_SingleStep using before advice */
11 advice execution("% ...::SSA_SingleStep(...)") : before() {
12 /* fetch arguments for system vector and current simulation time */
13 CSE::Math::Vector *origX = (CSE::Math::Vector*) tjp->arg(0);
14 double *pTime = (double *) tjp->arg(1);
15

16 if (!algo_switched) { // algorithm not switched
17 if (*pTime > STOPTIME) {
18 int rank, size;
19 rank = MPI::COMM_WORLD.Get_rank(); // get current process id
20 size = MPI::COMM_WORLD.Get_size(); // get number of processes
21

22 /* if root process, prompt the user with current system states */
23 if (rank == 0) {
24 showSimulationStates();
25 getFastReactionsFromUser();
26 }
27 }
28 /* broadcast info about fast reactions and algorithm switching */
29 MPI::COMM_WORLD.Bcast(propensity_zeros, NCHANNELS, MPI::INT, 0);
30 algo_switched = true;
31 MPI::COMM_WORLD.Bcast(&algo_switched, 1, MPI::BOOL, 0);
32 }
33 }
34 else { // algorithm switched
35 CSE::Math::Vector& xx = *origX;
36 updatePopulation(xx); // calculate and update system states
37 }
38 }
39 };

Fig. 4. Aspect code for switching from SSA to ss-SSA in AspectC++

rate equation for fast species can be substituted at each exact SSA step,

xT = x1 + x2, x1 =
c2xT

c1 + c2
, x2 = xT − x1.

For the algorithm switching simulation with fast reversible isomerization and its
measurements, we use the following parameter values.

c1 = 1, c2 = 2, c3 = 5×10−5,

x1 = 1200, x2 = 600, x3 = 0 at t = 0,
FINALTIME = 10000,

where FINALTIME denotes the simulation finish time until which the system is set to
evolve.

Fig. 5 shows the AspectC++ aspect implementation of propensity function for the
ss-SSA switching of the fast reversible isomerization with the given parameter values.
The ss-SSA switching implementation was programmed to stop for user’s input with
STOPT IME = 1.0 (line 5). After the user determines the type of each species and inputs
the information, the remaining samples are simulated with the ss-SSA implementation.
We use the AspectC++ around advice at the execution of the Propensity function (line
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1 /* AlgoSwitchPropensity.ah - algorithm switching aspect for ProblemDefinition.cpp */
2 #include "Vector.h"
3

4 const double c1=1, c2=2, c3=5e-5; // assumed reaction rates for fast isomerization
5 const double STOPTIME = 1.0;
6 extern bool algo_switched;
7 extern int propensity_zeros[NCHANNELS];
8

9 aspect AlgoSwitchPropensity {
10 /* intercept the call to Propensity using around advice */
11 advice execution("% ...::Propensity(...)") : around() {
12 if (algo_changed == false) tjp->proceed(); // call orig function if not switched
13 else {
14 /* fetch first argument for system state vector */
15 CSE::Math::Vector *origX = (CSE::Math::Vector*) tjp->arg(0);
16 /* calculate propensity for slow-scale SSA */
17 CSE::Math::Vector retval = SlowScalePropensity(*origX);
18 tjp->proceed(); // need to call orig function to access return values
19 /* fetch the location of return value and set the propensity */
20 CSE::Math::Vector *result = (Vector*) tjp->result();
21 *result = retval;
22 }
23 }
24

25 /* return slow-scale propensity of fast isomerization */
26 Vector SlowScalePropensity(const Vector& x)
27 {
28 /* use xx1_inf rather to calculate propensity */
29 long xt = (long) (x(0) + x(1));
30 double xx0_inf = xt * ((double)c1/(c1+c2));
31

32 Vector copyX = x;
33 copyX(0) = xx0_inf;
34

35 Vector a(3);
36 a(0) = c1*copyX(0); a(1) = c2*copyX(1); a(2) = c3*copyX(1);
37

38 return a;
39 }
40 };

Fig. 5. Aspect code for propensity calculation in switching from SSA to ss-SSA in AspectC++

11) to replace the original propensity function. If the algorithm is not switched yet, we
proceed with the original call (line 12). Otherwise, we fetch the current population passed
as the first argument of Propensity using tjp->arg() (line 15) and invoke the ss-SSA
version of propensity function, SlowScalePropensity separately written at line 26, with
the obtained population value (line 17). To manipulate the return value of the propensity
function call by substituting the ss-SSA propensity values for the original call, we need
to call the original function and locate its return value using AspectC++ tjp->result()

(line 20). In fact, this is one of the weak points of AspectC++, where the return value of
a function is not easily accessed for manipulation and executing the replaced function is
required when using the around advice to replace a function call. Finally, the return value
of propensity is set to be the value of the ss-SSA version at line 21.

Table 1 shows the statistical properties of the simulation results using the imple-
mented algorithm switching for evolving 4,096 samples in comparison with the exact
SSA simulation. As shown in the table, the differences in the mean and the standard
deviation of each species population between the algorithm-switched ss-SSA simulation
and the exact SSA simulation are negligible, which demonstrates the effectiveness of our
algorithm switching implementation. This is also backed up by the probability density
plots of the ss-SSA (orange dotted) in Fig. 6 which appear to closely match the exact
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Fig. 6. Probability densities of exact SSA (blue bar) vs. algorithm-switched ss-SSA (orange dotted)
for fast reversible isomerization

SSA’s (blue bar) in both the fast and slow reactions. Overall, Table 1 and Fig. 6 show that
the ss-SSA is an effective approximation algorithm for the exact SSA in the case of fast
reversible isomerization.

X1 (fast) X2 (fast) X3 (slow)
Mean Std Mean Std Mean Std

SSA 1015.88 21.06 508.18 19.11 275.93 15.62
ss-SSA 1018.07 20.96 506.39 18.83 275.53 15.39

Table 1. Statistics of exact SSA vs. algorithm-switched ss-SSA for fast reversible isomer-
ization

Fig. 7 shows the execution time of the algorithm-switched ss-SSA in comparison
with the exact SSA simulations. While the simulation results are virtually the same in
both cases, the gain in computational efficiency is substantial in the algorithm switching
case. The performance gain is from around 10× (256 processes) to almost three orders of
magnitude (4 processes). With 4 processes generating 1,024 samples each, for instance,
the algorithm switching case took only 3.9 seconds on each process, out of which only
0.25 seconds was consumed by the ss-SSA for generating 1,023 samples and the rest
was used by the exact SSA for realizing one sample, getting the user input, and the MPI
communication among the processes. In contrast, the exact SSA took almost 1 hour to
complete all the 1,024 samples on each process.

The algorithm-switched ss-SSA simulations do not appear to benefit much as the
number of processes increases due to the relatively large overhead of MPI communica-
tions on parallel environments compared with the very efficient execution of the ss-SSA
simulation. Simulating an extremely large number of samples with much greater FINAL-
TIME would show performance improvements with the growth in the number of pro-
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Fig. 7. Execution time of exact SSA vs. algorithm-switched ss-SSA simulations for evolving 4096
samples in fast reversible isomerization

cesses in parallel execution.

6. RELATED WORK

There is a sizable amount of research on implementing dynamic algorithm switching
across different levels of the software stack. At the algorithmic level, adaptive methods
for automatically selecting optimal algorithms to match a given problem include multi-
method adaptive solvers [1], algorithm selection frameworks [2, 23], and AI (artificial
intelligence) planning techniques [24]. The distinction against our work here is that the
adaptive algorithm selection methods require switching operations to be explicitly pro-
grammed within an application before application launch.

Projects at the programming language level include Program Control Language
(PCL) [25] for specifying application-specific adaptation strategies for distributed par-
allel applications, and the ADAPT (Automated De-coupled Adaptive Program Transfor-
mation) [26] language for describing runtime optimization heuristics. These projects are
similar to our work in that adaptation strategies are described at the language level. How-
ever, unlike our approach based on popular programming language, these projects require
adopting and learning new domain-specific languages, which can be a non-trivial burden
for working with existing scientific software.

Other approaches to algorithm switching include competitive parallel execution
(CPE) [27]. CPE is a technique to leverage multi-core or multi-processor systems by
introducing and concurrently executing multiple alternatives (called variants) for parts of
a sequential program, thereby choosing the “best” option for a given problem or execution
environment. The runtime system of CPE enables isolated execution between the variants
to ensure the behavior of the CPE-enabled program is not distinguishable from that of the
original sequential program. The major distinction between CPE and our approach is that
CPE targets sequential programs, while our approach focuses on algorithm switching for
parallel applications. In addition, CPE requires a specialized API and runtime systems,
which is in contrast to our approach based on readily accessible C++ language extension.

There have been a few efforts to apply the AOP paradigm and its software engineer-
ing methodology to scientific programming on cluster environments. Most notably, Han et
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al. [28] apply AOP mechanisms [29] to implementing MPI extensions for fault tolerance
and heterogeneity on top of existing MPI frameworks such that modularity and reusabil-
ity are secured in the software development perspective. Their work is in contrast to our
approach in that they focus on implementing additional functionalities at the middleware
level of the parallel software stack, while our approach is centered around implementing
algorithm switching in scientific simulations towards realizing program behavior adapta-
tions at the application level.

Most relevant to our approach is the dynamic weaving mechanism offered by AOP
languages and frameworks. Dynamic weaving is usually implemented by the languages
equipped with managed runtimes such as Java, while AspectC++ used in our approach
provides only static weaving based on source-to-source translation. In the next subsection,
we describe dynamic aspect weaving of Java AOP in detail.

6.1 Dynamic Aspect Weaving of AOP Frameworks in Java

There are two types of the dynamic weaving mechanism in Java AOP depending on
the time of weaving: load-time weaving (LTW) and runtime weaving. In LTW, weaving
is performed by instrumenting Java bytecode files at the time of class loading and it has
typically been implemented by replacing the default system classloader to perform instru-
mentation with a substituted classloader [30, 31]. Beside the custom classloader method,
AspectJ [32] also offers advanced LTW mechanisms using the Java Virtual Machine Tools
Interface (JVMTI) facility, which allows the load-time weaver to intercept the loading of
a class.

In contrast to LTW, runtime weaving enables program behavior modification while
the application is running. Most approaches exploit the support from the JVM (Java
Virtual Machine). For instance, PROSE [13] implements a JVM plug-in for runtime
code modification using the JVM debug interface and Wool [33] uses JVM’s HotSwap
mechanism to reload class files dynamically. Steamloom [34] implements runtime code
modification as an extension of the VM and HotWave [35] uses standard AspectJ weaving
tools to ensure compatibility with standard JVMs.

While Java AOP’s dynamic weaving is attractive thanks to its sophisticated software
engineering techniques for realizing program adaptation, Java and its AOP constructs
have been scarcely used in parallel scientific applications [36, 37]. This is mainly due to
the inevitable performance overhead caused by the VM layer and its managed execution
environment.

7. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we presented a modular approach to implementing dynamic algorithm
switching in parallel simulations. Our approach applies the AOP paradigm where dy-
namic algorithm switching is considered as a separate concern in scientific software de-
velopment and uses modern AOP software engineering mechanisms to implement a user-
driven algorithm switching functionality onto a real-world scientific simulation applica-
tion in a modularized fashion. We demonstrated that using our approach can achieve sig-
nificant performance speedups in parallel scientific simulations by dynamically switching
to an efficient algorithm well suited to a given input problem. Performance benefits of
using dynamic algorithm switching is substantial compared to conventional methods that
blindly stick to a single, computationally intensive algorithm without taking the character-
istics properties of the given problem into account over the entire course of the simulation.
Overall, we expect that our approach for improved modularity and performance benefits
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in developing application-specific parallel programs will be useful as modern scientific
software becomes increasingly complex and large-scale.
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